
Love stories
Spring 2020 Collection

Love is all around. As days get longer, we feel it 
the most. Love. Fresh and renewed. It is in the 
sprouting branches and the blooming flowers. It is 
in the singing of the birds and the air we breathe. 

Enter the season with an open mind and a warm 
heart and be ready for love stories to grow and 
renew.



SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Love Song Kit
TGLBE-00176

$248 MSRP
Designed by

Tenzin Phuntsok & Kalden Chophel

Aisle of Passion 
TGLBE-20104

Wherever you go, go with 
passion.

Aisle of Luck
TGLBE-20103

Hold hands while walking the 
aisle of luck.

Song of Hope
TGLBE-20102

There is always hope. When the sun 
goes down, the stars come out.

Voice of Happiness
TGLBE-20099

Sing a happy melody and your spirit 
will start to dance.

Voice of Romance
TGLBE-20100

"When I saw you, I fell in love, and 
you smiled because you knew." 

- William Shakespeare

Song of Love
TGLBE-20101

The little birds are singing the 
sweetest tunes.

AVAILABLE AS SINGLES
$50 MSRP



SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Love Story Kit
TAGLBE-00177

Let's walk the trail of happiness 
and feel the scent of love. 

$248 MSRP
Designed by

Tashi, Dhundup and Dolma

Innocence 
TGLBE-20110

"True beauty consists of purity of heart." 
- Mahatma Gandhi

Kindness
TGLBE-20109

Everywhere you go, leave a 
glitter trail behind you.

Trust
TGLBE-20108

The dearest bonds are built on trust.

Promise
TGLBE-20105
This is forever.

Romance
TGLBE-20106

Love is all around us.

Joy
TGLBE-20107

Feel the bliss sparkling inside. 
It's time for joy.

AVAILABLE AS SINGLES
$50 MSRP



This is forever
Designed by Søren Nielsen 

White Roses
TGLBE-30044

$61 MSRP
The blossoms of innocence and true love. 

White roses carry with them serenity and peace.

SPRING 2020 COLLECTION



Feldspar Quartz Rock
TSTBE-20033

$72 MSRP
Two minerals united in one solid rock, 

forming a future forever together.

Serpentine
TSTBE-20034

$72 MSRP
Serpentine is said to correct mental and 
emotional imbalances, and it helps you 

to feel more in control of your life.

SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Gemstones are natural materials and absolutely unique.
They vary in colour and have unique inclusions and features that show their great age 

and natural beauty. 

The Love Stories collection brings you two new gemstones. Use gemstones to spice up 
and add a luxury feel to your bracelet, bangle, necklace and earrings. Also try the new 

gemstones on the new ring carriers. The look is fantastic. 

News from the crust of the earth



SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Find a smile
Designed by Søren Nielsen 

Joyful Flower
TAGBE-20215

$50 MSRP
Find a smile even in the tiniest of flowers.

Joyful Flower Studs
TAGEA-00107

$72 MSRP
Find a smile even in the tiniest of flowers.

Flow
TAGBE-20214

$50 MSRP
Dance to the melody of nature and 

feel seduced.

Flow Lock
TAGLO-00068

$50 MSRP
Dance to the melody of nature and 

feel seduced.



Ladybugs
TAGBE-20213

$50 MSRP
Make a wish when a ladybug sits on your 

hand. Your wish will come true after a period 
of time decided by the number of spots.

Ladybugs Lock
TAGLO-00067

$72 MSRP
Make a wish when a ladybug sits on your 

hand. Your wish will come true after a period 
of time decided by the number of spots.

SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Designed by Kristian Krysfeldt

Love is in the air



SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Romance is all around 
Designed by Louise Rimpler

Love Rings
TAGBE-10237

$39 MSRP
Let romance be united in rings of love.

Love Rings, Gold
TAUBE-00122
$363 MSRP

Let romance be united in rings of love.

Home 
TAGBE-10238

$39 MSRP
Home is where the heart is.

Evolution Spacer
TAGBE-10239

$39 MSRP
Change with time. Never stop 

growing.

First Dance
TAGPE-00077

$72 MSRP
"Marriage is a dance between two people, 

to a song they hold in their heart”
-  Lara Harris



Elegant Fantasy Ring 
TAGRI-00483-87

$72 MSRP
Select your bead of the day and 

wear it on the Elegant Fantasy Ring.

Swirling Fantasy Ring
TAGRI-00488-99

$72 MSRP
Select your bead of the day and 

wear it on the Swirling Fantasy Ring.

SPRING 2020 COLLECTION

Perfect for a love themed collection, we bring you two new ring carriers.

New carriers in the collection



Love Royal
Valentine's Day 2020

The sweetest gift this year comes with glass in 
romantic colours and fascinating shimmer! The 
limited edition, facetted glass bead Love Royal is 
introduced for Valentine’s Day. 

Each glass bead is individually handmade from 
red-hot glass in the open flame. For him or her - or 
someone who needs an extra token of love. 



VALENTINE'S DAY 2020

LIMITED EDITION

Love Royal
TGLBE-30045

Adore the metal of love on a blanket 
of delicate blush.

$61 MSRP 



ELEGANT FANTASY RING
WITH LOVE ROYAL BEAD

VALENTINE'S DAY 2020



Smiles
Father's Day 2020

Sometimes he makes you laugh. Sometimes he 
gives you the best advice. Sometimes he makes you 
embarrassed… or angry. Always he makes you feel 
safe. And most of all he makes you smile.  

Yes, we are talking about fathers. Again, it is time 
to thank fathers for their protection, love and 
playfulness.



FATHER'S DAY 2020

Smiles
TAGBE-20217

$ 50 MSRP  

Who brings a smile to your face?



LEATHER BRACELET WITH 
SMILES BEAD AND LOCK

FATHER'S DAY 2020



Flutter By 
Bracelet 

Designer bracelet 2020

It is the small fluttering moments 
that make a day magnificent. 



FLUTTER BY BRACELET 

LIMITER EDITION
FLUTTER BY BRACELET 

TAGBO-01238/248
$ 120 MSRP 

It is the small fluttering moments 
that make a day magnificent. 



Infinite Virtue 
Collection

A virtue is a good habit developed out of love for 
others – a behavior that shows a high standard 
in living. Doing what is right and avoiding what 
is wrong. Throughout history many thoughtful 
philosophers have identified and described a 
variety of attributes as virtues.



INFINITE VIRTUES COLLECTION

Sincerity Knot
TAGBE-20218

$ 50 MSRP
It’s a matter of balance. Believe

in justice and be sincere.

On the ready to wear we have combined it with a Sapphire. 
A gemstone that is said to bring peace, joy and wisdom and 

symbolizes truth and sincerity.

Buy it to yourself as a promise or give it as a gift to 
someone who lives true to this virtue.



INFINITE VIRTUES COLLECTION

Loyalty Knot
TAGBE-20219

$ 50 MSRP 
Be true and loyal, and let your inner compass lead 

you to the right decisions.

On the ready to wear we have combined it with a Black Onyx. 
it sharpens your mind and imbues you with natural authority. It 

helps its bearer make the right decisions, granting them clarity of 
thought and enhanced powers of concentration.

The Knots are unisex and can be styled to fit all types. For instance, 
try the Loyalty Knot on a black leather bracelet with the Black 

Onyx for a masculine styling.



INFINITE VIRTUES COLLECTION

Courage Knot
TAGBE-20220

$ 50 MSRP
To act and to show courage is to live life to the 

fullest. 

On the ready to wear we have combined it with the 
gemstone of courage - The Amazonite. Some say, that it is 

named after the female Amazonian warriors. It is also called 
the Hope gemstone, since it inspires confidence and hope.

The Amazonite joined the Trollbeads Collection back in 
2010 and can thereby celebrate 10 years with Trollbeads. 

Thanks to the unique colour and individuality it has 
remained one of the most popular gemstones.



INFINITE VIRTUES COLLECTION

Humble Knot
TAGBE-20221

$ 50 MSRP 
Be humble and show politeness and respect to 
everybody. This will show your true strength.

On the ready to wear we have combined it with a gemstone 
of mystery. The round White Moonstone is the stone of 

new beginnings and the Moonstone is known for calming 
emotions and strengthening empathy.

A nice little detail on the Humble knot is that it is a square 
and a round thread that comes together. 

The other knots just have a square thread.



INFINITE VIRTUES COLLECTION

Compassion Knot
TAGBE-20222

$ 50 MSRP 
Feel it in your heart and find 

compassion for others. 

For the Compassion knot the Garnet is our choise of 
gemstone. Garnet is a sensual gemstone of love and 

relationships. It is a gemstone of strong, intense feelings. 
It is also an energizer, providing energy, health and passion.

If you enjoy knots and these five are not enough for you, 
there are a lot more knots in the Trollbeads Collection. 
Just to mention a few: Lucky Knot, Friendship Knot and 

Trefoil Knot. We also have the Savoy Knot which is available 
as ring, spacer and lock!
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